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TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 2007
11:00 am to 7:00 pm
Town Hall
23 Four Corners Road, Springfield
Voting only by Official Ballot for the election ofTown Officers
and all other articles requiring vote by Official Ballot.
Polls open at 1 1 am and close at 7 pm.
Ballots will be counted after polls close at 7 pm.
SATURDAY, MARCH 17, 2007
9:30 am
Town Hall
23 Four Corners Road, Springfield
Presentation, Discussion and Voting for
Warrant Articles.
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Monday to Wednesday : 9 am to 12 Noon & 1 pm to 4 pm




Ambulance Dispatch (non emergency) 526-2626
Fire/Rescue Department 763-4033
Fire Dispatch (non emergency) 643-2222
Highway Department 763-2829
Kindergarten 763-9051
Libbie A. Cass Library 763-4381
Planning, Zoning, Budget, Conservation Depts. 763-4805
Police Dispatch (non emergency) 763-3100





Board of Adjustment (as scheduled)
Budget Committee
Communications Committee
Conservation Commission (as scheduled)
Historical Society (as programmed)




L' Wednesday, 7 pm
As Scheduled, 7 pm
Last Wednesday, 7 pm
Last Wednesday, 7 pm
Quarterly
Quarterly
3"* Thursday, 7 pm
P' Thursday, 6:30 pm
2nd ^ 4th Tuesday, 7 pm
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TRANSFER STATION
Sunapee Transfer Recycling Station
Sargent Road, Sunapee
763-4614
Vehicle Validation Stickers Required (stickers renew Oct 1 .)
Operating Hours: (Subject to Change)
Monday-Thursday-Friday-Saturday: 8 am to 4:15 pm
Sunday: 8 am to 1 1 :45 pm
Closed Tuesdays «fe Wednesdays
Recycling Facility
Charge for disposal of some items
Tickets for Open Top Container must be purchased





















































Bill Sullivan, Vice Chair
Dee Worthen
Conservation Commission
Boris Bushueff - resigned
Laura Hummel
Kenneth Jacques


























Gary Conrad, Assistant Chief
Randie Peterson, Secretary



































Kevin Roberts - Deputy
Kearsarge Regional School District Municipal Budget
Brandt Denniston
Pamela Laurie


























Kevin Lee, Chairman 2009
Neal Huntoon, Selectman-Ex-Officio
Ernest Mills, Ken Rodgers - Alternates
Janet Roberts, Recording Secretary
Police Department
Timothy Julian, Chief
Michael Beaulieu, Courtney Heath
Marshall Osgood- Officers
Recreation Department
Sherry Dow Lisa Morcom
Dawn Stanhope Leslie Swett
Donna Tibbetts








Karen Cook - Deputy
Supervisors of the Checklist
Tax Collector
Cynthia Anderson


























Gene Hayes - Alternate














State Senator District 5
Peter Hoe Burling
State Representatives Sullivan County District 2
Peter E. Franklin (Newport)
Arthur G. Jillette, (Goshen)









Sullivan County Register of Deeds
Sharron A. King









SPRINGFIELD STATISTICS AND INFORMATION
Origin
Springfield was first settled in 1769 under the name of Protectworth.






Precipitation Annual Average: 36.0 in.
Total Acreage: 27,44 1.30
Town Owned: 364.44
Gile State Forest: 6502 Acres
Land area : 43.6 miles
Inland Water Area: 0.9 sq. mi.
Town Roads: 45 miles
Land in Current Use: 14,037.08 Ac.
Current Population: 1,114 (2005 estimate)
Community Contact
Springfield Town Office
759 Main Street, PO Box 22
Springfield, NH 03284





Monday to Wednesday 9 am to 12 Noon & 1 pm to 4 pm
Thursday 9 am to 12 Noon & 1 pm to 8 pm
Closed Fridays
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Libbie A. Cass Memorial Library Hours
757 Main Street, PO Box 89-
Springfield, NH 03284
Tel. (603) 763-4381
Email : spfldlibrary@cyperportal .net
Monday to Friday 11 am to 12 Noon
Mon-Tue-Thur-Fri - 3 pm to 7 pm
Wed - 3 pm to 5 pm.
Sat 9 am to 1 1 am
Type of Government: Selectmen
Zoning Ordinance: adopted 1987, amended 1997
amended 2006
Master Plan: adopted 1979, amended 2005
Subdivision Regulations: adopted 1 97 1 , amended 1 99
1







Police Department: Full Time
Fire Department: Volunteer
Emergency Medical Services: Volunteer
Town Fire Insurance Rating: 6/9
Nearest Hospital: New London Hospital: 8 miles
— 12
Educational Facilities
Grades K-12 are part of Kearsarge Regional School District SAU 65,
Kindergarten attends - KRES Springfield K at the
Springfield Memorial Building.
Grades 1-5 attend KRES in New London
Grades 6-8 attend KRMS in New London
Grades 9-12 attend KRHS in Sutton
Career Technology Centers:
Sugar River Valley Tech Center, Newport or Claremont, Region 10
Nearest Community Technical College:
Claremont, Concord
Nearest Colleges or Universities
Colby-Sawyer, Magdalen, Lebanon, Dartmouth
Labor Market Area
















Nearest Ski Area: Mount Sunapee, Ragged Mountain




Road Access: State Routes 1 14, Route 4A
Nearest Interstate: 1-89 Exit 12 A, Distance: 5 miles
Railroad: None
Public Transportation: None




Interstate Routes 89, 93 and 95 provide convenient multi-lane access to
many parts ofNew Hampshire.
The New Hampshire Department of Transportation, Bureau of Turnpikes,
maintains the Eastern New Hampshire Turnpike, the Spaulding Turnpike, and the
Everett Turnpike. These are toll roads; the current tolls for passenger cars are
Hampton $1.00, Dover 500, Bedford 75$, and Hooksett 750.
THE MAXIMUM SPEED LIMITS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE ARE:
In posted school zone, at a speed of 10 miles per hour below the usual posted
limit from 45 minutes prior to school opening and from the school closing until
45 minutes after the school closing.
25 MPH as posted
30 MPH in any business or urban residential district.
35 MPH in any rural residential district.
45 MPH when towing a house trailer.
55 MPH in all other areas, including interstate highways, unless posted otherwise.
Both state and local police monitor speed with radar devices, aircraft, and
some unmarked vehicles.
New Hampshire has a strict drunk driving law. The State Police may use
local roadblocks to enforce this law.
In New Hampshire, children under 12 years old must ride restrained by a
seat belt or in a safety seat while traveling in a motor vehicle.
TRAVEL INFORMATION
AIRPORTS
Manchester Municipal Airport: Manchester, NH (603) 624-6556
AIRLINES: United, US Air, Delta Cormection, Northwest, Continental
Express, Atlantic Coast Express, Allegheny Express, TWExpress, Southwest.
CAR RENTAL COMPANIES: Avis, Budget, Hertz and National.
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TOWN WARRANT - 2007
TOWN OF SPRINGFIELD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWNMEETING TUESDAY. MARCH 13. 2007 & SATURDAYMARCH 1 7. 2007
The polls will be open from 1 1 a.m. to 7 p.m.
NOTE: By law, the meeting must be open before voting starts.
Article 1
To choose all necessary Town Officials for the year ensuing.
Therefore, the meeting and polls will open at 1 1 o'clock on Tuesday, March 13,
2007 for the consideration of Articles 1 through 5 only. At 12 noon the
meeting will recess, but the polls will remain open until 7:00 p.m. The meeting
will reconvene at the Town Hall on Saturday, March 17, 2007, at 9:30 a.m. to
act on Articles 6 through 15.
Article 2
Amendment No. 1
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 1 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Springfield Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amendment No. 1 proposes to delete the provision for a deeded
private right-of-way at least fifty feet in width for a driveway serving
not more than two lots found under ARTICLE III .B.3.C. Frontage ,
eliminating the creation of lots with no street frontage.
This amendment will ensure consistency between the Zoning
Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations.
Yes or No - Paper Ballot - Majority Vote
Article 3
Amendment No. 2
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 2 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Springfield Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amendment No. 2 proposes the addition of ARTICLE IX.
NONCONFORMING LOTS which will allow for development on
pre-existing, nonconforming lots that do not meet minimum frontage
and/or lot area requirements provided that the lots meet all other
conditions of the Zoning Ordinance including setback requirements.
The articles following this new provision will be renumbered
accordingly.




Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 3 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Springfield Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amendment No. 3 proposes to revise the following definitions under
ARTICLE XII. DEFINITIONS to ensure consistency between the
Zoning Ordinance and Subdivision Regulations as follows:
Frontage- The width of a lot measured along its common boundary
with the street line. Lots will be provided access from a common
boundary with the street line where this common boundary meets the
minimum length required by the Zoning Ordinance.
Abutter- Any person whose property adjoins or is directly across the
street or stream from the land under consideration. For purposes of
receiving testimony only, and not for purposes of notification, the term
abutter shall include any person who is able to demonstrate that his
land will be directly affected by the proposal under consideration. For
the purpose of receipt of notification in the case of an abutting
property being under a condominium or other collective form of
ownership, the term abutter means the officers of the collective or
association as defined in RSA 356-B:3 XXIII. For purposes of receipt
of notification by a municipality of a local land use board hearing, in
the case of an abutting property being under a manufactured housing
park form of ownership as defined in RSA 205-A:l, II, the term
"abutter" includes the manufactured housing park owner and the
tenants who own manufactured housing which adjoins or is directly
across the street or stream from the land under consideration by the
local land use board (RSA 672:3).
Building- Any structure, whether portable, movable or fixed, built to
form a shelter for persons, animals or property of any kind.
Cluster Development- A form of residential subdivision that permits
building units to be grouped on lots with reduced dimensions and
frontages provided that the density of the tract as a whole shall not be
greater than the density allowed under existing regulations and that the
remaining land area is devoted to privately or commonly owned or
dedicated open space.
Street. Road, or Public Way- The public rights-of-way which the Town
or State has the duty to maintain regularly or a right-of-way shown on
a subdivision plat which provides the principal means of access to
abutting property approved by the Planning Board and recorded with
the County Registrar of Deeds. The word street shall include the
entire right-of-way. A discontinued street shall not constitute an
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existing approved street for the measurement of frontage along the
street lot line.
Town Plan- The Master Plan as defined in RSA 674:2-4, to be
implemented by the appropriate adminisfration of the Springfield
Subdivision Regulations and Zoning Ordinance.
Yes or No - Paper Ballot - Majority Vote
Article 5
AMENDMENT NO. 4:
Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 4 as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Springfield Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amendment No. 4 proposes to update ARTICLE X .F.REHEARINGS
for consistency with state RSA 677:2 and 677:3 regarding the time
periods for requesting and acting upon rehearings before the Zoning
Board of Adjustment.
Yes or No - Paper Ballot - Majority Vote
Article 6
Shall the Town of Springfield vote to dissolve the Sullivan County Regional
Refuse Disposal District?
Yes or No - Paper Ballot - 2/3 Majority Vote
Article 7
In the event that the dissolution of the District is not approved by the
affirmative vote of two-thirds of the members of the District, shall the Town of
Springfield vote to withdraw from the Sullivan County Regional Reftise
Disposal District?
Yes or No - Paper Ballot - Majority Vote
Article 8
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to enter into a 4 (four)
year lease agreement for the purpose of leasing a police cruiser for the Police
Department, and to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand Six
Hundred Twenty Four dollars ($7,624) for the first year's payment for that
purpose. This lease agreement contains an escape clause.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation
Yes or No - Majority Vote
Article 9
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate sum of Nine Thousand
Seven Hundred Forty Dollars ($9,740) or as amended, for the purpose of
contracting for a Wetlands and Natural Resources Inventory of the Town This
appropriation may be offset by grants.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation
Yes or No - Majority Vote
Article 10
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000) to complete Phase I of the basketball/skateboard park
project. This will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7 VI and will not
lapse until Phase I is completed or by December 3 1 , 2009, whichever is sooner.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
Yes or No - Majority Vote
Article 11
To see if the town will vote to establish a Recreation Revolving Fund pursuant
to RSA 35-B:2 II. The money received from fees and charges for recreation
park services and facilities shall be allowed to accumulate from year to year,
and shall not be considered to be part of the town's general fund unreserved
fund balance. The town treasurer shall have custody of all monies in the fiind,
and shall pay out the same only upon order of the Board of Selectmen (no
further town meeting approval required). These funds may be expended only
for recreation purposes as stated in RSA 35-B, and no expenditure shall be
made in such a way as to require the expenditure of other town ftinds that have
not been appropriated for that purpose.
Yes or No - Majority Vote
Article 12
To see if the Town will vote to continue the Communications Committe^until
Town Meeting 2008, or longer if desired. Said Committee to report to and
make recommendations for implementation to the Board of Selectmen. This
Committee was appointed for the purpose of identifying and implementing
means to provide greater citizen access to the Town.




To see if the town will go on record in support of effective actions by the
President and Congress to address the issue of climate change which is
increasingly harmful to the envirormient and economy ofNew Hampshire and
to the future well being of the people of Springfield.
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These actions include:
1. Establishment of a national program requiring reductions of U.S.
greenhouse gas emissions while protecting the U.S. economy.
2. Creation of a major national research initiative to foster rapid
development of sustainable energy technologies thereby stimulating new
jobs and investment.
In addition, the Town of Springfield encourages New Hampshire citizens to
work for emission reductions within their communities, and we ask or
Selectmen to consider the appointment of a voluntary energy committee to
recommend local steps to save energy and reduce emissions.
The record of the vote on this article shall be transmitted to the New
Hampshire Congressional Delegation, to the President of the United States, and
to the declared candidates for those offices.
Yes or No - Majority Vote
Article 14
To see if the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate the budget
committee recommended sum of One Million Seventy Six Thousand Four
Hundred Fifty Nine Dollars ($l,076,459)or as amended for general municipal
operations. This article does not include special or individual articles addressed.
Yes or No - Majority Vote
Article 15
To hear the reports of agents, auditors, and committees heretofore chosen, to
pass any vote relating thereto, and to transact any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
Yes or No - Majority Vote
Given under our hands and seal this Thirteenth day of March, in the Year of
Our Lord, Two Thousand and Seven.
Neal B. Huntoon - Chairman
Robert U Anderson - Vice Chairman
George B. McCusker, III, Selectman
Springfield Board of Selectmen
A True Copy of Warrant - Attest:
Neal B. Huntoon , Chairman
Robert U. Anderson, Vice Chairman




















































Budget - Town/Citvof SPRINGFIELD
2 3 4
2007
Budget - Town/Citv of SPRrNGFIELD
1 2 3 4
FY 2007
BOARD OF SELECTMEN 2007
It's that time of year all ready. The year 2006 has been one with many
changes and improvements for the Town.
This summer, Jim Tucker introduced a two-week summer camp
program for children which was a great success, and will be offered again in
2007.
The Town has received a permit from the State ofNew Hampshire to
replenish sand at the beach, which will be done this summer and is long
overdue.
The skateboard and basketball courts are almost completed, with
thanks to everyone who has helped with this project.
A new zero-turn lawn mower was purchased for the cemetery which
has made a huge improvement.
The Highway Department purchased a used truck with plows and a
sander. We no longer need to hire a private contractor to help with winter
plowing. This should help keep the highway budget on track.
The Fire Department meeting room remodeling project is complete
and looks great. Having heat in the meeting room is a great asset and makes it
much more pleasant for meeting use.
New pavement was put down on half of Hogg Hill. The other half is to
completed in the summer of 2007.
We were able to keep the tax rate stable at a rate comparable to those
of previous years.
I would like to give thanks to all the departments for all their excellent
work for the Town. Welcome to Eugene Call who is a great asset to the
Highway Department and to Leo Putnam who plows for us during the winter
months.
Thanks also to the employees in the Town Office , Cynthia Anderson,
Karen Cook, and Janet Roberts for doing an outstanding job.
The Town is very fortunate to have the willingness, dedication, and
good spirit of all the employees, board members, and volunteers in the work
they do for all of us.
Respectfully Submitted,




FISCAL YEAR END DECEMBER 31, 2006
Title of
Title of
Appropriation Appropriation Expenditures Unexpended Overdrafts
Welfare
Administration &
Direct Assistance $6,300.00 $ 3,282.34$ 3,017.66
Culture and Recreation
Culture and Recreation Dept.
COMPARISON OF 2005 AND 2006 TAX RATE





















Less: Equitable Education Grant
State Education Taxes
Approved School Tax Effort
STATE EDUCATION TAXES
Equalized Valuation (no utilities) x $2.84
128,041,244
Divide by Local Assessed Valuation (no utilities)
184,981,716




Approved County Tax Effort
Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less: War Service Credits
Add: Village District Commitments











































COMPARISON OF 2005 AND 2006 TAX RATE















Regional School Apportionment 2,062,460
Less: Equitable Education Grant (372,486)
State Education Taxes (38 1 ,269)
Approved School Tax Effort 1 ,308 ,705
STATE EDUCATION TAXES
Equalized Valuation (no utilities) x $2.52
151,597,899 381,269
Divide by Local Assessed Valuation (no utilities)
189,965,674
Excess State Education Taxes to be Remitted to State
COUNTY PORTION
Due to County 416,773
Less: Shared Revenues (1,358)
Approved County Tax Effort 415,415
Total Property Taxes Assessed 2,527,699
Less: War Service Credits ( 44,000)
Add: Village District Commitments 23,561






























Professional Association/Accountants & Auditors
193 North Main Street • Concord • New Hampshire • 03301-5063 • 603-225-6996 • FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'SREPORT
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Springfield
Springfield, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying fmancial statements of the Town of Springfield, as of and for the year ended
December 31, 2005 as shown on pages 3 through 7. These fmancial statements are the responsibility of the Town of
Springfield's management. Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are fi-ee of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the fmancial statements . An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall fmancial statement presentation. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions.
Management has not implemented Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) Statement No. 34, Basic
Financial Statements - andManagement 's Discussion andAnalysis -for State andLocal Governments. Therefore these
fmancial statements are presented following the principles that were in effect prior to GASB Statement No. 34.
Management has not presented government-wide financial statements to display the financial position and changes in
financial position of its governmental activities and business-type activities. The financial statements presented do not
contain separate statements for governmental, proprietary, ifapplicable and fiduciary fund types, nor are major and non-
major flmds separately identified and classified. The financial statements presented report expendable and
nonexpendable trust funds, some of which should be reported as special revenue and permanent funds under the new
reporting model. The financial statements also present a general long-term debt account group which should not be
reported as such, but the information contained therein should be included in the government-wide financial statements
were they presented. Also, the financial statements do not contain any information on capital assets because the
government has not maintained historical cost records of such assets. Management has not presented a management'
s
discussion and analysis as required. The amounts that would be reported in the missing statements and required
supplementary informafion, and the effects of reclassifying and property reporting the information presented are not
reasonably determined.
In our opinion, because of the effects of the matters discussed in the preceding paragraph, the financial statements
referred to above do not present fairly, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
of America, the financial position of the Town of Springfield as ofDecember 31, 2005, or the changes in its financial
position or its cash flows, where applicable, for the year then ended.
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Town ofSpringfield
Independent Auditor s Report
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming opinions on the financial statements that collectively comprise the
Town of Springfield basic financial statements. The combining and individual fund statements are presented for
purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. For reasons stated in the
third paragraph of this report, we expressed an opinion that the financial statements of the Town of Springfield do not
fairly present financial position, results ofoperations, and cash flows in conformity with accounting principles generally




TOWN OF SPRINGFIELD, NEWHAMPSHIRE
Combined Balance Sheet
All Fund Types andAccount Group
December 31, 2005
EXHIBITS
TOWN OF SPRINGFIELD, NEWHAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement ofRevenues, Expenditures and Changes in Fund Balances
All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds






















Excess (deficiency) of revenues
over (under) expenditures
Other financing sources (uses):
Interfimd transfers in
Interfimd transfers out
General obhgation notes issued
Total other financing sources and uses
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EXHIBITD
TOWN OFSPRINGFIELD, NEWHAMPSHIRE
CombinedStatement ofRevenues, Expenses and Changes in Fund Balance
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds






Fund balance, beginning 14.725
Fimd balance, ending $ 14.964
The notes to financial statements are an integral part of this statement.
EXHIBITE
TOWN OFSPRINGFIELD, NEWHAMPSHIRE
Combined Statement ofCash Flows
All Nonexpendable Trust Funds
For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31. 2005
Cash flows from operating activities:
Cash received as new funds $ 1,000
Cash received as interest and dividends 255
Cash paid as trust income distributions (Iff)
Net cash provided by operating activities 1,239
Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchase of investments 0.252')
Net decrease in cash (13)
Cash, beginning 2.278
Cash, ending $ 2.265
Reconciliation ofoperating income to net cash provided by operating activities
Operating income $ 239
Adjustment to reconcile operating income to net cash provided by operating activities:
Decrease in interfimd receivable 1.000
Net cash provided by operating activities $ 1.239





Statement ofEstimated and Actual Revenues (Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)





Interest and penalties on taxes
Total taxes
Licenses, permits and fees:
Motor vehicle permit fees
Building permits
Other
Total licenses, permits and fees
Intergovernmental:
State;
Shared revenue block grant
Meals and rooms distribution
Highway block grant

















General obligation notes issued
Total other financing sources
Total revenues and other financing sources
Unreserved fund balance used to reduce tax rate





Statement ofAppropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances (Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)












Insurance, not otherwise allocated




TOWN OF SPRINGFIELD, NEWHAMPSHIRE
General Fund
Statement ofAppropriations, Expenditures and Encumbrances (Non-GAAP Budgetary Basis)






Principal of long-term debt
































Reserved for special purposes
Total equity
Expendable





Legal Fees $ 4.403.94
TOTAL PAYMENTS, Legal Expenses
Advertising and Regional Association:
Advertising, Regional Assn. Dues $ 1.039.50
TOTAL PAYMENTS, Advertising and Regional
RS: Training
Water Distribution and Treatment:
Water Testing $ 151.00
Hydrants - New London Water 675.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS, Water Distribution and Treatment $ 826.00
Health and Hospitals:
Visiting Nurse . $ 2,696.00
Animal Control 742.50
Council on Aging 1 ,200.00
Immunization 248.00
Health Officer Salary 500.00
Southwestern Community Service 500.00
Deputy Health Officer Salary 300.00
West Central Behavioral Services 866.00
Septic Design Review 600.00
ACORN 0.00
Community Alliance Service 500.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS, Health and Hospitals $ 8,152.50
Welfare:
Welfare Directors Salary $ 750.00
General Assistance 1,982.34
Sullivan County Nutrition 550.00





Activities & Programs 1,197.22
Advertising 1,253.30
Summer Camp 1.328.91
TOTAL PAYMENTS, Culture and Recreation $ 8,323.42
Library:
Librarian Wage $ 19,154.94
Books/Supplies/Etc 9,800.00
Telephone 54.99
TOTAL PAYMENTS, Library $ 29,009.93
Patriotic Purposes:
Patriotic Purposes $ 200.00
Flags 116.80
TOTAL PAYMENTS, Patriotic Purposes $ 316.80
Conservation:
Supplies 30.00
Association Dues $ 175.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS, Conservation $ 205.00
Debt Service:
Principal on Note 42,968.76
Interest on Note $ 2.015.04
TOTAL PAYMENTS, Debt Service $ 44,983.80
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Taxes Bought By Town
Abatements and Refunds






Summary of Tax Accounts




Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 2006
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Unredeemed & Executed Liens 2006 2005 2004 2003+
Unredeemed Liens Beginning ofFY $21,927.78 $15,164.50 $4,090.62
Liens Executed During FY 0.00 48,555.58 0.00 0.00
Interest «& Costs Collected OM 3.292.74 4,221.06 1.489.92





























Cynthia Anderson, Tax Collector







Lots Sold - 2
52
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2006
Automobile Registrations:




387 Licenses $ 2,381.00
82 Penalties 2,050.00
180 Fines 239.50
3 Duplicate tags 2.00
$ 4,672.50
Vital Statistics:
1 1 Marriage Licenses $ 578.00
3 Marriage License Copies 32.00
2 Birth Certificate Copies 24.00
$ 634.00
Misc. Fees:
23 UCC Filings $ 345.00
5 Returned Checks 125.00
5 Filing Fees 5.00
$ 475.00
Total Receipts: $ 252,337.25
Total Paid to Treasurer: $ 252,337.25
Respectfully submitted,
Cynthia C. Anderson, Town Clerk
Karen L. Cook, Deputy Town Clerk
LICENSING OF DOGS
License dog by April 30, if dog is over three months old.
Failure to comply will make you liable for a penalty of $25.00 and a $1 per





January 1, 2006 - December 31, 2006
Received from Tax Collector
Received from Town Clerk
Received from State of New Hampshire
Other Receipts:
Planning and Zoning Boards Revenue
Police Department Revenue
Sale/Rent of Municipal Property
Interest on Investments











Intra-Account Transfers/Non Revenue Reimbursements
Sunapee Transfer Station Tickets
TOTAL OTHER RECEIPTS
TOTAL RECEIPTS FOR 2006
Cash on Deposit January 1 , 2006
Receipts for 2006
Less Payments for 2006
Net Increase in Cash




January 1, 2006 - December 31, 2006
Name of Fund
REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS - 2006
A list of the Cemetery Trust Funds is posted at the Town Office.
Anyone wishing information about any of these may contact the
Trustees and a complete report of the funds in question will be
given. All Cemetery Trust Funds are invested at the Lake Sunapee
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THE AUSBON SARGENT LAND PRESERVATION TRUST
Since its founding in 1 987 the Ausbon Sargent Land Preservation Trust
(ASLPT) has had as its mission the preservation of our natural resources
through land conservation. Land conservation is a partnership and often times
will involve not only the landowner and ASLPT, but other conservation
organizations and Conservation Commissions. To date ASLPT has completed
86 projects and protected a total of 4,613 acres in our 12-town region. All
projects provide for some public benefit and two-thirds of the properties offer
public access.
In 2006 ASLPT added a 267 acre parcel in the Leavitt Hill area of Springfield
which abuts an already conserved 250 acre parcel. There is at least one other
project slated for Springfield in 2007. It will join several small parcels with
different owners to protect a portion of shoreline.
This year ASLPT Outreach Committee members have been gathering
information from various town boards (Selectmen, Planning Board and
Conservation Commission) to help ASLPT create a Land Summit in the Fall of
2007. This summit will bring together town decision makers and
conservationists from our 12- town region to share important experiences and
learn from each other and from experts on such topics as land conservation,
growth and development. Springfield's responses were varied and thoughtful
and the time spent answering the questions by the boards was appreciated.
Springfield has many "special places" that contribute to making our town your
choice in which to live. If you would like to be involved in protecting these
places, you may find out more by visiting www,ausbonsargent.org or stopping





BAPTIST POND PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
The Baptist Pond Protective Association (BPPA) seeks to protect the vitaHty of
the pond and its watershed, to promote proper shoreUne practices, prevent
pollution, and to preserve the pond's special beauty and quietness.
As a relatively young Association (six years old), we are building up, through
regular water testing (June, August, and September), a body of chemical and
biological data which tells us about changes in our water quality in the short
and long term. Like many other NH lakes we are especially concerned about
elevated levels of phosphorus, conductivity, and chloride which we find in our
own pond. With the help of DES we are monitoring these elevations by doing
stream surveys and storm event samplings along our inlets and tributaries. In
addition to the usual reasons for these elevations—human activity along the
shorelines and run-off from the watershed—Baptist Pond has found, not
surprisingly, that the runoff from 1-89 contributes significantly to the increase
in chloride and conductivity elevations. We are trying to find ways to control
this problem. Other concerns include the increase in purple loosestrife along
the western shoreline and invasions of bladderwort in the shallower areas.
Members of our Association are active in the Lake Sunapee Watershed
Coalition, attend training programs offered by the NH Department of
Environmental Services, and work with the Weed Watcher Program and the NH
Volunteer Lake Assessment Program (VLAP) to conduct water tests during the
summer and watch for invasive or noxious plants.
Our annual meeting will take place on Saturday, July 14, 2007 at 3pm at the
home of the Sheridans on the Stoney Brook Road. You are welcome to join us.
Respectively submitted.
Perry Hodges
President, Baptist Pond Protective Association
Board of Directors
Cynthia Hayes, Secretary/Treasurer; Bob Ruel, Director, Paul Biebel, Director
Email: hodgese@indiana.edu : Cynthia.hayes(g),verizon.net
Address: PO Box 491, Georges Mills, New Hampshire 03751
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COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
REPORT TO THE TOWN
The Communications Committee was formed in 2006 as a result of a vote by
the Town Meeting on March 18. Since then the Committee has been meeting
monthly. The first item of business was to devise the following mission
statement:
To identify and implement means to provide greater
citizen access to Town information
To this end, the Committee has identified five areas for further
development. These include:
• Initiating a town-wide survey
• Adding additional web site support
• Erecting welcome signs at five entry sites into town
Promoting the town website, www, springfieldnh.net
Enclosing important Town information within tax bill
mailings to save on mailing costs
We would like the residents of Springfield to have a chance to confirm that our
work will be helpful to them and ask for their support. We meet monthly at the
Memorial Building at 7:00 PM, usually the last Wednesday. Check the town
website, www.springfieldnh.net for our agenda, minutes and confirmation of





2006 has been an exciting year for your Conservation Commission and 2007
promises to be even more so.
After much deliberation and review of proposals the Commission has voted to
proceed with a town-wide Wetlands and Natural Resources Inventory. This
inventory will include topography, geology, soils, surface water, wetlands, flood
hazard areas, groundwater, unusual plants, wildlife, open space, historic and
archaeological sites. We expect that this inventory will be a valuable tool to use in
the Town's efforts to protect our wetlands and natural resources. Public meetings are
planned to solicit your input during the compilation process and when the inventory
is ready for public review, hopefully by the end of 2007. Periodic revision of the
inventory will be needed as more information becomes available.
There has been increasing concern regarding inadequate erosion and sedimentation
control at constructions sites. The Commission has developed an informational
flyer for distribution at the Town Office which is designed to educate landowners
and contractors in more effective control measures.
The 2006 changes in the wetlands buffer requirements of our Zoning Ordinance
have resulted in an increase in site visits, additional monitoring of subdivisions for
environmental impact and more frequent communications with the Planning and
Zoning Boards. We are thankful for the support shown by the voters in approving
the Zoning changes and the greater protection afforded our wetlands as a result.
Work continues in the Gile Forest on historical, botanical and wildlife inventories.
As the information grows we become more convinced that the Gile needs to be
preserved as it presently is. A walk in the Perleytown section was attended by
representatives of three Conservation Commissions and the Society for the
Protection ofNew Hampshire Forests.
Land conservation in the Leavitt Hill area has been increased by 267 acres with a
conservation easement donated to the Ausbon Sargent Land Protection Trust by a
private landowner. This conserved land abuts an already conserved parcel of 250
acres. The combined 517 acres will help to ensure that wildlife in that area has
room to thrive. The Commission is hopeful that additional parcels will be added in
the near future.
We note with regret that Dr. Boris Bushueff has resigned from the Commission.
First appointed in 1987, his many years of service as a dedicated member and
chairman are appreciated. We will miss his cogent insights and concern for our
town, our wetlands and our natural resources.
Your Conservation Commission meets on the second Thursday of each month at
7:00 pm. All are invited to attend.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Anderson Laura Hummel Todd Richardson
Cynthia Bruss Ken Jacques John Trachy
Richard Currier Daphne Klein
Ken Downs Geobe McCusker
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
This year members of the Fire Department took the National Incident
Management (NIMS) Awareness Course. I attended a class on weapons of mass
destruction. We have been very busy with meetings on the flu pandemic, and
Citizen Emergency Response Team (CERTS). Volunteers are needed for this
program. Also I have attended meetings for Reverse 91 1, as well as dam
maintenance and what would happen if one should breach.
We will continue to work with department heads so that we will be
ready for any disaster that comes along.





Again, I ask you to keep our troops in your thoughts and prayers along
with our first line of defense personnel the Fire and Police Department
members.
I would like to ask any Veteran in Town for ideas on ways to thank all
of you for your service to the Nation and the Town of Springfield.
Flags are still put out on Main Street on holidays. If you would like to
assist, let me know. The flags will not be put out in inclement weather.
Thanks go out to the Veterans of Springfield and neighboring towns,
New London Post, Unit, and Squadron 40 American Legion for their support
for all events.




SPRINGFIELD FIRE & RESCUE DEPARTMENT
REPORT-2006
In 2006 the Fire Department responded to 91 calls and the Rescue
Department responded to 40 calls resulting in a slight decrease from 2005.
Both agencies have seen an increase in their membership in the past year giving
us 20 Fire Fighters & 1 1 EMS personnel with several doing joint duties giving
us various levels of service.
There were several fiind raisers this past year and more planned for the
near future. We would like to thank all of our supporters for making them a
successful venture.
I would like to take this time to mention street addresses. Most
residences have them and some of them should be made more visible. We have
other municipalities supporting our town and it can sometimes be difficult for
them, as they are not as familiar with the residents & geography of Springfield.
Please feel free to contact us for helpful suggestions with this matter.
On another safety note, please make sure your smoke detector &
carbon monoxide detector batteries are current and sufficient. A good reminder
for changing these is to perform it at day light savings time. "WHEN YOU
CHANGE THE CLOCKS CHANGE THE DETECTOR BATTERIES".
Once again I would like to thank all of the department members, the
town agencies and the townspeople for their continued support and kindness.
Respectfully submitted
Dallas Patten, Fire chief
Incident report for the town of Springfield -2006
Alarm activations 1
1






Motor vehicle crash 19
Medical (rescue squad) 40
Public assist 5
Structure fires 4
Motor vehicle fires 3
Total runs combined 2006 131
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Report of Forest Fire Warden and State Forest Ranger
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State ofNew Hampshire
Division of Forests & Lands work collaboratively to reduce the risk and frequency
of wildland fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you, please contact your
local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to determine if a permit is required
before doing ANY outside burning. Under State law (RSA 227-L:17) a fire permit
is required for all outside burning unless the ground is completely covered with
snow. The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services also prohibits
the open burning of household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local
fire department or DES at 1-800-498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us for more
information. Safe open burning requires diligence and responsibility. Help us to
protect New Hampshire's forest resources. For more information please contact the
Division of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2214, or online at www.nhdfl.org.
Fire activity was very high during the first several weeks of the 2006 fire season,
with red-flag conditions issued by the National Weather Service and extreme fire
danger in many sections of the state. The largest forest fire during this period
occurred in late April and burned 98 acres. The extremely dry conditions in spring
resulted in over twice the amount of acreage burned than in all of 2005. Our
statewide system of fire lookout towers is credited with keeping most fires small
and saving several structures this season due to their quick and accurate spotting
capabilities. Fires in the wildland urban interface damaged 6 structures, a constant
reminder that forest fires bum more than just trees. Homeowners should take
measures to prevent a wildland fire from spreading to their home. Precautions
include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, and
maintaining adequate green space around your home free of flammable materials.
Additional information and homeowner recommendations are available at
www.firewise.org . Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department and the
state's Forest Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe!
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2006 FIRE STATISTICS
(All fires reported as of November 8, 2006)
(figures do not include fires on the White Mountain National Forest)
COUNTY STATISTICS
County Acres # of Fires
Belknap
SPRINGFIELD HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 2006
It has been a busy year for the Highway Department. However, we were unable
to complete planned projects due to the heavy rains. Hopefully, projects that
were postponed will be done in 2007.
One project we were able to complete was work on Hogg Hill Road. Removal
of stones and ditching was done prior to Pike Industries paving of half of the
road. The other half of Hogg Hill is scheduled to be paved in 2007.
Continued maintenance on roads included replacing three more damaged
culverts on Cemetery Road and Sugar House Road. Ditching work is
continuing on roads that need it most. Several dead trees were removed on
Hogg Hill and Stoney Brook Road. Following heavy rains, repairs were done
on washouts when culverts couldn't handle the high volume of water.
The Town purchased a used International truck with plow, wing, and sander to
help reduce the cost of contract plowing. This is working well.
Three courses were attended through the year to learn about new techniques on
road maintenance that could be beneficial to the Town.
I wish to thank the Selectmen, Police Department, Fire Department and Town
Office Personnel for their help whenever it is needed. Thanks also to Frank





SPRINGFIELD HISTORICAL SOCIETY REPORT
YEAR 2006 IN REVIEW
The weather was kind to the Springfield Society in January 2006 and the
meeting did not have to be cancelled. Dr. Robert Goodby discussed the history of
the Abenakies in New Hampshire.
For the first time the members voted to have a Nominating Committee
choose the candidates for office in 2006-2007. The first committee was Don
Garlock, Alice Nulsen, and Keith Cutting.
To give the members and friends a good laugh in April, Vice President
Don Garlock invited back Rebecca Rule. Her topic was Yankee Humor. Returned
to the historical society were two rocking chairs that had been beautifully recained
and their finish oiled over the winter by Springfield native Eleanor Carpenter Farr
who now lives in Etna.
The Annual July Meeting was held at the town meeting house with open
house at the museum following. Elected to office were President Patsy Heath
Caswell, Vice President Don Garlock, Secretary Donna Denniston, Treasurer Stuart
Wade, and on the Board, Bob Nulsen, 2 yrs, Muriel Tinkham, 3 yrs, and Julie
Slack, 1 yr. A web site has been started at http://www.historicalspringfield./net/ .
The society has a museum committee volunteer group made up of Ed Belfield, Ann
and Peter Nielson, Nancy Bowers, Dickie Hopper, Nancy Watkins and advisor
Muriel Tinkham. Julie Slack has volunteered to coordinate the group in the future.
The July program was "That's the Way it Was." A group made up of Alice
Nulsen, Hank Kidder, B. Manning, and Patsy Heath Caswell answered questions
and discussed life in Springfield in years past. We had our largest crowd to date of
over 100 people.
The October meeting was held at the town meeting house. Our speaker
was Michael Tougias who gave a talk and slide show based on his book INDIAN
WARS OF NEW ENGLAND.
Two great grandchildren of Dr. David Goodhue, Barbara Cushion Agel,
and Katherine Cushion Lancaster were present to make a presentation of two family
portraits of Dr. Goodhue as a young Civil War naval officer and of his daughter
Lucia. The dedication was made in honor of his grandchildren who were the
children of his son David Henry and Ruth Edith Ainsworth Goodhue. They were
George David, Mable Edith Goodhue Cutting, and Katherine Goodhue Cushion.
Not able to be present to make the dedication were Dr. Goodhue's great
grandchildren, Peter Goodhue, Lois Goodhue, Edith Cushion, and Arnold Cushion.
Dr. Goodhue and Abby Davis Goodhue's children were David Henry Goodhue,
Libbie Abbie Goodhue Cass for whom our library was named, Laurette Goodhue,
and Lucia Goodhue.
The museum committee has purchased a set of map drawers to hold our
many maps and make them available for your use. The cemetery committee has
now surveyed and recorded 610 known graves at Old Pleasant View Cemetery with
more to go.
The Springfield Historical Society is happy to announce that we have 120
members. We will be offering a scholarship for Springfield students beginning in
2007. Thank you, Springfield residents and friends for your support.
Respectfully submitted,




Kearsarge Area Council on Aging, Inc.
37 Pleasant Street • PO Box 1263
New London, NH 03257
(603)526-6368
December 31" of the year 2006 marks the end of the fourteenth year the Kearsarge
Area Council on Aging has been serving those people 55 and over in Andover,
Danbury, Grantham, Newbury, New London, Sunapee, Springfield, Sutton and
Wihnot.
As we have aged, so we have grown, until in 2006 our membership passed the 2500
mark. Many well-organized and dedicated volunteers, 225 in number carry out the
numerous programs and services which enhance the quality of life of so many ofour
area seniors. Thus our motto: PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE. COA has never
charged any fees for membership or participation in its programs and activities
—
with the exception of trips, which are offered at cost. COA has neither asked for nor
received federal or state funds to defray its operating expenses. We are most gratefril
for the annual appropriations from each of the nine towns we serve. The balance of
our operating expenses is covered by donations from individuals and businesses that
recognize the continuously growing need for the services we offer. We are
especially grateful this year to Mascoma Bank Foundation and Hannafords for
grants to enable special projects. COA is proud of the fact that we have consistently
operated on a "bare-bones" budget. Our paid staff continues to consist of a full time
Executive Director and a part-time Adminisfrative Assistant.
COA sincerely believes that area seniors reap many benefits from the towns' annual
appropriations. Not only do they benefit from participation in and use of our
services and activities, but also younger residents, as well as those from away, find
it helpful to have these available to their elders who live here. Participation in
activities outside oneself is well known to benefit seniors mentally as well as
physically. COA volunteers provide area residents 55 and older with free door-to-
door fransportation for hospital and doctor appointments (locally, as well as to White
River Junction, Lebanon and Concord), for grocery shopping and other activities.
These trips totaled 60,000 miles in 2006 and we expect these numbers will increase
with the continuing growth of the senior population (commonly known as the rise
of the "baby boomers," and of course their parents!) in the areas we serve. (Further,
recognize that COA drivers are seniors themselves, and there is always a needfor
new volunteer drivers to insure that everyone who needs a ride gets one.)
COA is gratefril to all of its supporters - towns, individuals and businesses and is
always open to suggestions for new programs. We also cooperate and work together
with all of the other service organizations in the area to achieve a better quality of





SPRINGFIELD KINDERGARTEN REPORT 2006
It was a year of happy arrivals and sad farewells at Springfield-K!
As we wished Springfield-Kindergarten Para-Professional, Mrs. Sandra Jedd,
the best of success after three years of service, we welcomed Mrs. Kaye St.
Louis to our classroom. She brought a heart filled with kindness and creativity
to our Springfield-Kindergarten community!
Our class of Kindergarten friends attended two sessions. The morning session
of school ran from 8 am to 1 1 am ... the afternoon session from 11:30 am to
2:30 pm. We had a hard-working, empathetic group of 'grownups' who
provided support to KRES-Springfield Kindergarten throughout the academic
year
The class of 2006-2007 included: Brendan Akpan, Nick Brock, Lea Brunette,
Kaitlin Carroll, Joshua Dufield, Sean Gaherty, Cooper Haley, Nathaniel Hodge,
Cassie Howlett, Reilly Moskalenko, Christian Peterson, Justine Ruggles, Ethan
Thompson, Andrew Tucker and Tatiana Whiting, among others. This was a
kind, bright, energetic group of five and six year old children. You may expect
great things from this group of Springfield-Kindergarten students!
The education of our children indeed 'took a village' this year as we received
invaluable support from the Town of Springfield. Librarian Steve (Klein)
hosted Story-Time, ChiefTim Julian & Officer Mike taught us The Golden
Rule, Fire-fighter Frank Anderson taught us about fire safety and citizenship.
Heather Anderson took us on our first ride on a school bus, Brandt Denniston
generously helped increase our understanding of technology by donating a
digital camera and new television to our classroom, Mr. & Mrs. Richardson and
the staff at Star Lake Farm donated boxes of school supplies ... the list is
endless. Of course our parents and care-providers were very generous of their
time and offerings to our K-community too!
SPECIAL THANKS to Janet Roberts, Cynthia Anderson, Karen Cook and
"Grammy Randi" for clapping at our Halloween parades, listening to us recite
poetry and in tolerating the high noise level during music-time and pickup!
The joyous sounds of our patriotic songs brought many a tear to the Springfield
Town ofr"ice staff and teachers alike! While Lisa Morcom kept our room
spotless and steps shoveled, Bradly Butcher and crew offered big waves and
smiles from the big equipment! What a great group of friends in the Town of
Springfield.
Staff: KRES-Springfield Kindergarten continued to enjoy the benefits of the
Kearsarge Regional School District. KRES-NL Principal, Dr. Kevin Johnson
brightened our classroom with his visits (his continued professional
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development training assisted our teachers greatly), Mrs. Patti McDaniel,
Mrs. Karen Howell, Mrs. Lisa Lull and Mrs. Peg Theroux assisted many friends
in our K-community too! We enjoyed our visits with Superintendent, Dr. Tom
Brennan and Assistant Superintendent, Mrs. Laura Nelson ...their
encouragement and support of our participation in the wonderful Town of
Springfield was a true gift to us.
While we experienced countless joys this year, it was with a very heavy heart
we bid farewell and mourned the loss of a former-parent, Jacquie Carlson.
Her bright smile and kind spirit will be remembered fondly by our community.
The families in our Springfield community are strong and take great strength
from this wonderful town. We do as well.






KOLELEMOOK LAKE PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
The Kolelemook Lake Protective Association (KLPA) seeks to protect the
purity of Lake Kolelemook and its watershed and the quality of life along its
shores through public service work and educational outreach. Meetings for
2007 will be held Saturday May 26th and Saturday September 1st at 9:30
am in the Town Office Building on Main St. Both meetings are open to the
general public and are free of charge. Coffee & sweet rolls are always served.
Annual Membership Dues are $10 per year for regular memberships and $25
or more for Gold memberships.
Activities:
BCLPA volunteers conducted water quality tests three times during the summer
of 2006. The results were normal in all categories, although we see a
continuing degradation when compared to the historical results of the past 20
years in the conductivity category - most likely attributed to the effects of acid
rain, road salts and population increases.
KLPA has had an active website since 2005,
http://home.earthlink.net/~kenlawsonl/ . In it you will find information about
parameters of the water testing, historical testing results since 1987, observations
and recommendations from NHDES, minutes of previous meetings, links to other
websites of interest and additional related topics concerning Lake Kolelemook.
Please visit our website and tell us what you think.
Of major interest to members of the KLPA is vigilance against invasive
aquatic plants such as milfoil. Since 2005 the KLPA has been able to
sponsor a Lake Host Program, thanks to a grant from the NH Lakes
Association. In 2006, Troy Miller and Greg Palmer were trained in Concord as
Lake Hosts and hired on a weekend basis along with KLPA member volunteers.
Their responsibilities included covering the boat ramp at the town beach on
Saturdays and Sundays from 8:00 AM until 4:00 PM. The Lake Hosts
encouraged boaters to inspect their boats and trailers for traces of invasive
aquatic plants before launching their boats into Lake Kolelemook and
educating them of the importance of inspecting all water craft for these harmful
plants and showing them how to do so. We intend to apply for another grant in
2007 and invite both paid applicants and local volunteers to be trained as Lake
Hosts at the boat ramp and to fulfill the "volunteer match" terms of the grant.
Please contact Ken Lawson if you are interested in becoming a paid or a
volunteer Lake Host this summer.
In addition, our voluntary "Weed Watchers" program is an effort to monitor
the lake and vicinity for pernicious plants including Purple Loosestrife, which
can presently be found in some of the drainage areas around the lake and the
outlet. It is best to remove this plant in July before it sets and drops seeds.
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The KLPA seeks to coordinate with the Town of Springfield and both the
Recreation and Conservation Commissions in order to best respond to the
needs of the lake. Boaters, swimmers and walkers are welcome to join us in this
effort. Training materials are available by contacting Bob Meissner 763- 2513.
Please join us for lively and entertaining meetings in the summer of 2007 or
contact any of our officers with questions or if you are interested in helping us
protect beautiful Lake Kolelemook - a precious asset to all who live in or visit
Springfield, NH.
Respectfully submitted
2006-2007 KLPA Board of Directors
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LAKE SUNAPEE REGION VNA AND AFFILIATES
2006 ANNUAL REPORT
Dear Friends,
When you speak to patients' families, no matter what the age, the desire to have the
family unit together with the support of community friends and neighbors is key to
their sense of well-being. The number one need/concern of seniors according to a
2003 AARP study is how to live in their own home and their own community for as
long as possible. Eighty-three percent want to stay in their existing home as long as
possible and recognize that they may need to make some changes in order to do so.
The population in New Hampshire is expected to grow 29% between now and
2020. The NH population 65 years and over will grow 177% from 163,615 to
332, 178 during that time. Friends and family members provide eighty percent of
all long term care at home.
All of these changes will have substantial impact on our community in terms of
needed social and economic resources. A vital community depends on a variety
of resources to meet the needs of its residents. Town leadership depends on the
quality and commitment of community-based organizations to support physical,
emotional, social and financial "health" in the town.
Since its founding in 1970, Lake Sunapee Region VNA has evolved to meet the
needs of the community. Our mission is to provide home health, hospice,
personal support, health promotion and other non-medical services that
encourage independence and preserve dignity for people of all ages. This year
was no exception.
Lake Sunapee Region VNA invested in education to ensure competency of staff
in pediatrics, hospice and palliative care, wound care and more. A number of staff
became certified in specialty areas in order to ensure that the latest advances in
health care are available to you at home. We continue to acquire the necessary
medical and information technology to support excellence in care. LSRVNA
consistently ranks above the 95* percentile in patient satisfaction, and meets or
exceeds state and national standards for patient outcomes. In October 2006,
Outcome Concept Systems ranked Lake Sunapee Region VNA in the top 25%) of
home care agencies nationally based on publicly available data.
When you choose Lake Sunapee Region VNA for your home health and hospice
care, you can feel comfortable knowing that among the more than 120 staff and
70 active volunteers, many are your neighbors and friends who stand ready to
care for you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Almost 30% of the staff have been
with us for over 1 5 years, with six years being the average length of employment.
Sixty-three percent live within the Kearsarge, Sunapee or Newport area. Every
staff person undergoes reference and background checks, extensive orientation
and training. Every employee is fully covered by liability insurance. We know
that these kinds of standards are important to you when you choose a provider.
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Think about your family, friends and neighbors and what home heahh and
hospice care might mean to them.
Think ofthe woman who sufferedfrom a rare neurological disorderfor the last 10
years ofher life. Afterfalling in love in high school and 50 years ofmarriage, her
husband was determined to carefor her at home. After he experienced some
health problems, he realized he would need help. LSRVNA physical therapists
helped him get back to good health. Physical therapists, nurses and home health
aides helped this patient to "make the best possible use ofher continuing more
limited abilities." "The aides were so capable and loving that my wife felt like they
were apart of thefamily. Finally, hospice care became a reality. Hospice "made it
possiblefor my wife to be comfortable at home surrounded by ourfamily."
Think of the teenager whose life changedforever when he was struck by an
automobile and sustained life threatening injuries. Thefamily was insistent on
bringing their child home rather than having him enter a rehab facility. Unable to
walk, speak, eat, or use his arms, this child needed nursing care, physical and
occupational therapy. His parents believe that their son is doing well- or better-
at home than he could ever have done in a facility awayfrom the support ofhis
family, friends and community. Miracles do happen!
The Lake Sunapee Region VNA volunteer Board of Trustees and staff plans for
the future using information gathered from all of you in the community. As we
look to that future, we are grateful for the support of our member towns,
businesses, service organizations and individuals who value our work and our
mission. Our planning focuses on achieving operating efficiencies, expanding
revenues sources, and collaborating with local and regional organizations to
implement programs and services that will support town residents; in short, to
help strengthen the rich tapesfry of services and support that makes your
community special to you.
More than 1 80 residents of Springfield utilized home care services and programs
through Lake Sunapee Region VNA during the past year. Home care was
provided for 47 residents. Three residents and their families received 29 days of
hospice, volunteer support and bereavement care. Long-term care and personal
care support services helped 4 patients remain at home. Lifeline and home
telemedicine services monitored 12 residents during the year to keep them safe at
home. More than 120 residents used our many community health services
including support groups for adults and children, foot care, blood pressure and
immunization clinics. Thank you for the opportunity to care for residents of the
Springfield community. We renew our commitment to you to provide the quality







"The best public library in Springfield"
NEW
We got three new computers. We are faster and wireless now.
We are air conditioned.
We won a CliF grant and got $1,300 worth of children and young
adult books for the $300 we raised.
We continue to expand our DVD collection and have started getting
more books on tape for youths as well as adults.
We have started a graphic novel (comic book) collection for youths.
We now have over 18,000 books and tapes and over 900 movies and
DVDS.
We gave out $4,000 in scholarships last year and, thanks to selling
books on line, hope to be able to do even better this year.
Through-wall book drop (no more hornets in mail box, or books
ruined by moisture).
PLANNED
Year long pre-school reading program once a week.
Year long crafts program.
Coffee and tea machine in reading comer.
LONG-TERM
We have just about reached our capacity to hold more books. As we
get new books, we will have to get rid of an equal number of old books. Or we
could think about building an extension and not only having more space for
new materials, but possibly designing the space in such a way that we could
have a more sequestered reading room, or a young adult space, or any number
of possibilities depending on what the community would like. Think about it
and let us know your thoughts and feelings.
SAME AS ALWAYS
We couldn't do this without our wonderfiil volunteers: Sally Allen,
Paul Austin, George Bresnahan, Greg Brunette, Judy Catmurr, Diane Clapper,
Kathy & Bill Coombs, Gerald & Barbara Cooper, Caye Currier, Joe & Carol
Demarais, Don Garlock, Trudy Heath, Pat & David Keay, Kris Lee, Betty
McKiimon, Lisa Montcalm, Ann & Peter Neilsen, Alice Nulsen, Doug Rafferty,
Barbara Reney, Bill Sullivan, Nancy Vandewart.
That's a long list, but some folks can only do once a month or fill in now
and then if their schedules permit. We were disappointed and frustrated that we




Libbie A. Cass Memorial Library
Financial Statement 01/01/06 to 12/31/06
Town Appropriated Funds
Balance 1/01/06 $4,357.60





Books, Tapes, and Videos $8,554.71
Telephone and DSL $971.92
Supplies $837.96
Subscriptions and Memberships $254.94




Balance of 12/31/06 $1,520.23
Trustee Funds
Balance of 1/1/06 $4,422.56
Interest $11.03
Balance of 12/31/06 $4,433.59






Book sales deposits and




Internet Bookselling Account (started in Sept. 2005)
Balance 1/1/06 $409.44
Deposits $4,486.16
Postage &]VIisc. withdrawals -$1,923.79
Balance 12/31/06 $2,971.81






The Planning Board has had another very busy year. There have been two
major areas where the Board has spent a great deal of time working. The first
one was continued work on putting the recommendations from the Master Plan
into effect. This work has resulted in three amendments to the zoning
ordinance. The first one deals with the issue of frontage. The amendment
clarifies the requirements regarding frontage and allows for consistency
between the Zoning Ordinance and the Subdivision Regulations. The second
amendment puts in a "non-conforming" provision for pre-existing lots. The
third amendment defines frontage, abutter, building, cluster development,
street, road or public way and town plan.
The second major area where the Plarming Board spent a great deal of time was
with a major subdivision proposal on a parcel of land between Four Corners
Road and Town Farm Road. This subdivision proposal has brought about a
great deal of very good discussion on the Board regarding the way that
development may impact Springfield in the future. As a result of the many
discussions, the Board is exploring some innovative planning ideas such as lot-
size averaging and feature-based zoning that will be explored and presented to
the town in the future.
On a personal note, I would like to thank the entire board and Linda Welch for
all their service to the town and the Planning Board in particular.
Respectfully submitted,
Kevin R. Lee, Chairman
Springfield Planning Board
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SPRINGFIELD POLICE DEPARTMENT TOWN REPORT 2006
With a steadily growing population and increased proactive patrols, the number
of calls for service, motor vehicle stops and arrests have nearly doubled since
last year.
The police department has been successfiilly trying new and inventive
strategies to handle the nearly overwhelming call volume. Increased vigilance
has kept the incidents of burglaries and property crimes low even though the
number of persons traveling through town has increased.
Luckily, the proposed turn-over of the Village of Eastman roads has not come
to fruition as of yet, saving us from performing speed enforcement on the
private roads of the district.
The police department continues to work closely with emergency management
to prepare for possible pandemics or mass casualty incidents.
I feel the best testimonial of the effectiveness of the police department's job
performance is the many comments from townspeople that the town does not
have a crime problem. If you feel this way, then we are effectively doing our job.
Remember to dial 9-1-1 for emergencies and 763-3100 for non emergencies





Police Department Statistical Report. 2006
Assault 6
Domestic Situations 2
Disorderly Conduct/Noise ... .3

















Check Welfare of Person 14
456
All Other Calls to include but not limited to:
9-1-1 Hang-up calls, Assistance to Social Service Agencies, Bad Checks,
Fraudulent Business Practices, House Checks, Impersonating a Police Officer,
Juvenile Complaints, Littering, Keep the Peace, Reckless Driving, Sex
Offender Registration and Suicide Attempts.
Total Other 610
TOTAL CALLS 1,290
-Seat Belts Save Lives-
Si
IF YOU FEEL THREATENED,
DO THE FOLLOWING:
*Call 911
* Keep all doors and windows locked.
* Change door locks and get new keys.
* All doors should have a key lock and dead bolt.
* Keep outside lighting on all night.
* Don't shut off your lights when you go to bed.
* Ensure that all entries are well lighted.
* Light "dead spots" where an intruder could linger.
* Buy a dog and think of it as a roaming intruder detector system.
* If it barks at 2 a.m. don't tell it to shut up and go back to sleep.
* Tell neighbors you trust that you're having problems.
* Ask them to call the police if they see something suspicious.
* Tell your employer and ask them not to give out personal information.
* Have an alarm system installed if you can afford one.
* If you don't have a defensive weapon, get one.
* If you don't know how to use it, get training.
* Be ready to defend yourself
* Keep a cell phone charged and with you everywhere.
* Change your phone number and keep it unlisted.
* Get caller I.D.
* Screen your calls with a machine or voicemail.
* Save all threatening or harassing calls and e-mails for the police.
SPRINGFIELD POLICE DEPT. 763-3100
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RECREATION & CULTURE COMMITTEE REPORT 2006
The Recreation & Culture Committee is a small group of community
volunteers who sponsor events for the townspeople to strengthen township &
the family unit. Since our revival and re-emergence in 2004, we have tried a
variety of events, some successful and some not. Traditionally our events
surrounding holiday times are well attended, however efforts to break up the
humdrum of daily life often bust.
In hopes of curing the January winter blues, we hosted a family game
night. Families were encouraged to bring along the tiny tots, we had volunteer
teenagers on hand to encourage Chutes & Ladders, Checkers or Break the Ice.
We were hopefiil this would allow parents to participate in an adult game of
cribbage or backgammon. Attendance did not create any opportunity for town
tournaments.
Our yearly Valentine's Day Dinner was once again a huge success. We
served over 100 fiill course lasagna dinners with all the fixings. The Old House
Bakery provided delicately decorated and decadent desserts. The hall was
decorated in red & white and dinner was enjoyed with sparkling grape juice &
candlelight. Traditionally this event is well attended.
During February & April vacations, we attempted additional movie
events, with the same format as December. The turn out was very much the
same, we decided the event was not well enough attended and we would focus
our energies elsewhere.
April put another old standby event on the calendar. Brunch with the
Easter Bunny. Families enjoyed muffins, fi^it salad and juice with the guest of
honor while coloring their Easter basket before visiting the bunny to receive
candy treats.
Probably our most visible project was sprucing up the town beach this
year. With the aid of Brad Butcher & his staff, we were able to move the
portable toilet out of the main path of the picnic area, reposition & paint the
fence, remove old tables and rotting debris. A dozen or so volunteers gathered
in late May to clip & pick up brush back to the line of the property.
Approximately 10 feet was reclaimed to allow for repositioning of
new picnic tables and installation of new charcoal grills. Early in the spring
permits were filed with the State ofNew Hampshire for permission to bring in
new beach sand. Unfortunately, the approval was not received in time for the
beach-bathing season.
Our Fourth of July celebration was held at our newly groomed town
beach. The Volunteer Fire Department served up burgers & dogs to attendees.
Families and children spent the day in the water and playing volleyball.
Our biggest success of the year was launching the summer camp
program. The camp was funded with an anonymous donation to the recreation
committee. Under the direction of Jim Tucker, the first year of summer camp
was a success. Fifteen children attended the first week of the two-week camp,
and thirty children the second week. Many second week attendees were return
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campers and their friends. The activities ranged from games on the field, to
crafts in the fire station. The children did fravel to the beach on very hot days.
The first week was sport & health week. The campers learned healthy eating
habits and how your body works to perform athletic activities. The second week
was fun in the sun week. The campers participated in activities related to the
outdoors and water.
Summer camp 2007 is proposed to expand to a four-week session and
the introduction of new themes. A staff" search will take place during the
months of April and May. Anyone interested in applying should contact the
town off"ice. The camp is proposed to be a self-frmded component of the town's
activities through camper registration fees. A revolving fund is being proposed
for this purpose. A limited number of scholarships will be available for families
in need of assistance.
With fall upon us, it was time to start plarming the Halloween party.
Previous parties have proven that we have entertaining the younger trick-or-
treaters down pat. However, we wanted to do something for the teens that had
"out grown" our target audience. Putting forth the opportunity for the teens to
have their own party, a group stepped forward and planned the activities, food,
and music. It was refreshing to see the enthusiasm and cooperation. With a
small amount of guidance, the teens planned, decorated, and hosted their own
party. The fraditional party held the following night included the traditional
games and the return of Darrin Patten's hay rides up Cemetery Road.
In coordination with the town and the Facility Fund Raising
Committee's holiday wreath & pointsettia sale, we purchased wreaths to hang
on all town buildings.
Every year we revisit our calendar to see what events were successful
enough to repeat, and to weed out the bombs. Our frack records prove that we
are willing to try anything. We are open to feedback and new ideas. Our
meetings are held on the first Thursday of every month at 6:30 at the town hall.
We understand fitting in a meeting is not always possible, so please help us out
by sending your thought to our email at springfieldrec@gmail.com
Respectfully Submitted,
The Recreation & Culture Committee
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School Board Report—2006
This past year has been "quieter" than the past few after having the Middle
School finally passed by the voters. The new Middle School is well under
way and ahead of schedule due to the mild temperatures at the start of winter.
The school is scheduled to be finished at the end of 2007. The School Board
will decide if the start/finish times for the schools need to change based on
new bus schedules and routes.
There is a committee working on plans for the "old" middle school once the
kids move out. It is the goal of this committee to make sure that whatever is
done in the school, will benefit the entire district.
Parents of students at KRMS and KRHS can now see their children's
grades/attendance on-line. You should have received paperwork in the mail.
If you have not received it, contact the school and they will be happy to sign
you up.
Volunteers are needed in all schools. Please call a school and get involved
with our children.






SUNAPEE AREA WATERSHED COALITION (SAWC)
SAWC was organized in January, 2005 in the Simapee Area to protect water
quality, to raise community awareness of important issues concerning the Lake
Sunapee watershed and surrounding areas, to formulate clear guidelines for
responsible, long-term stewardship of the water resources, and to promote
cooperation among Sunapee watershed towns in using the guidelines for the
implementation of programs effective in addressing the salient issues to the
common benefit of the area communities. Since all water within the boundaries
of a watershed is connected, collaboration among watershed towns and residents
is essential when dealing with water issues. SAWC is made up of representatives
from each watershed town (Goshen, Newbury, New London, Springfield,
Sunapee and Sutton), the Lake Sunapee Protective Association, Colby Sawyer
College, Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission, 13 lake
and pond associations and interested watershed residents, as well as DES. The
inter-town Coalition was formed to develop a long-term watershed management
plan for the Lake Sunapee watershed. When completed, it will be one of the first
watershed management plans in the State ofNew Hampshire.
During 2006, SAWC made strides toward its goal. There are three
subcommittees each focused on a distinct subject for watershed planning: Land
Use, Water Quality, and Education.
Three projects were initiated and are either complete or soon to be:
• Water Quality Model, which will take watershed input
variables such as the number of residences, and predict
resulting phosphorus loading in water bodies;
• Town by town building and site regulation assessment, with
sample and recommended regulations;
• Updated build-out analysis of the Sunapee watershed.
These projects are supported by a DES Pilot Grant. During 2007, SAWC
Subcommittees will use the data from these projects to move forward with
reconmiendations to the towns and the public.
During 2007, SAWC will have a Watershed Planning Committee, which will work
specifically on the Watershed Plan. The watershed planning process is assisted by
Granite State Rural Water Association, who will help SAWC through the process,
write the plan, and provide initial implementation support on the plan
recommendations. From the beginning through present, the Sunapee area towns
have been periodically updated with SAWC's activities and progress. The ultimate
goal is to have the Watershed Plan, with its recommendations, accepted by the
towns into their Master Plans, and act as a living document during implementation.
Town Representatives: Kathryn Holmes, Suzanne Levine, Deane Geddes,
Newbury; Terry Dancy, New London; Steve White, Sunapee; Bill Thomas,
Charlie Forsberg, Sutton; Cynthia Hayes, Ken Lawson, Springfield.
Please visit www.sunapeewatershed.org for more information.
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Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission
Annual Report for FY 2006
Through UVLSRPC membership, the 27 cities and towns of the Upper Valley,
Sullivan County and Lake Sunapee area strive to ensure that the growth of the
Region does not lower our quality of life, and that it enhances rather than threatens
our healthy economy. Regional planning provides a mechanism for communities
that live and work together to collaborate on issues of common concern, such as
transportation, emergency preparedness, economic development, housing and
resource protection. Your community's active participation in UVLSRPC provides
you with a voice in regional activities, as well as in decision-making at the state
level that affects the future of your community.
Here is a summary of our work during the past year:
• Obtained funding for Route 120 Corridor Management Plan in
Hanover and Lebanon, and for transit planning with Community
Transportation Services in Sullivan County.
• Completed approval process for Comprehensive Economic
Development Strategy (CEDS) developed for Sullivan County to
increase eligibility for federal funding for economic development
and infrastructure improvements. Continued to collaborate with
economic development partners in Grafton County through the
North Country CEDS Committee.
• Partnered with Lake Sunapee Protective Association and Sunapee
Area Watershed Coalition to help communities collaborate on
watershed management planning.
• Brought Route 4 Corridor Management Plan near completion to
balance growth of Canaan and Enfield village centers with needs of
commuters.
• Adopted revised UVLSRPC Regional Plan incorporating new
Housing and Economic Development elements.
• Promoted our Region's priorities for federal and state transportation
fimding including Transportation Enhancement (TE) Grants. Served
on NH Congestion Mitigation & Air Quality Advisory Committee
(CMAQ).
• Worked with state agencies to ensure that the needs of our Region's
communities are understood and addressed. Participated in work
group studying sprawl in NH and effectiveness of state smart growth
policies, NH Association of Regional Planning Commission's
Legislative Policy Committee, NH GIS Advisory Committee, and
Mount Sunapee Ski Area Advisory Committee.
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Co-wrote innovative zoning guidebook with NHDES and NHARPC.
Assisted Connecticut River Joint Commissions with update of
corridor management plan.
Provided consulting services to Twin Pines Housing Trust.
Participated in Sullivan County Community Mobility Project to
begin identifying and addressing unmet transportation needs.
Performed over 100 traffic counts throughout the Region to provide
data for state and regional transportation plans.
Continued day-to-day collaboration with regional partner
organizations, e.g. Advance Transit, Community Transportation
Services, Upper Valley Transportation Management Association,
Connecticut River Joint Commissions, Connecticut River Byway
Council, Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee,
Upper Valley Housing Coalition, North Country R C & D, and Lake
Sunapee Protective Association.
Organized 4 hazardous waste collections in which over 700
households participated to keep over 4,500 gallons of hazardous
chemicals out of the Region's groundwater.
Facilitated 4 roundtable discussions for municipal representatives to
discuss and get advice on issues of common concern including:
balanced growth, protecting community quality of life and natural
resources, the need for more affordable and senior housing, the tax
structure, the lack of money for planning. Class VI road policies.
Tax Increment Financing (TIF) districts, telecommunications towers,
FEMA assistance, flood management and other emergency prepared-
ness, and keeping the master plan a current and living document.
' Assisted 15 communities with updates of local master plans, 6 with
natural resource inventories, 7 with zoning amendments, 3 with other
regulations, and 3 with capital improvement programs.
' Completed road inventories in 5 additional member communities,
ensuring that full state aid for maintenance is received.
Conducted hazard mitigation planning in 8 communities as required
for continued eligibility for federal disaster assistance and hazard
mitigation funds. Assisted 5 with review of National Flood Insurance
Program compliance. Assisted Sullivan County communities with
process to adopt new floodplain maps to ensure residents' continued
eligibility for flood insurance.
' Assisted 6 communities with review of proposed developments.
• Completed special projects to address local needs, such as the Elkins
Village Plan in New London and culvert inventory for Newbury.
• Compiled planning how-tos for communities interested in enhancing
their "creative economy" as an economic development tool.
• Continued emphasis on informational programs and training for local
officials including law lecture series and bi-monthly programs
including: Being Heard in Concord, Managing Growth in the Upper
Valley Lake Sunapee Region, Planning for Town Woodlands, Natural
Resource Inventories, and Reducing Municipal Energy
Consumption: Addressing Climate Change.
• Responded to numerous day-to-day requests from local board
members and staff for guidance, data and GIS maps.
• Maintained website - www.uvlsrpc.org - to share information on
planning issues and events, and kept library current with the latest
technical guidance, planning literature, and sample regulations.
• Provided information to businesses, residents, libraries, school
districts and other area organizations.
• Participated in professional development activities to ensure planning
staff stays up-to-date on best practices, emerging topics, GIS, and
changes in NH land use law and federal ftinding programs of benefit
to communities.
Each year we try to address the highest priority needs of each area of the Region,
while balancing the differing concerns of larger and smaller communities, hi
FY2006 we held a retreat to enable representatives from member communities and
other local officials to identify the most important focus areas for the UVLSRPC
for the next 5 years. The following 5 priorities were identified:





We appreciate the high level of participation and support we receive from our
communities, and look forward to continuing to serve the needs of the Region in
addressing the issues above and others that arise in the future. We count on
feedback from the Commissioners appointed by each community, as well as local
officials and residents, to ensure that our work program continues to focus on
those regional issues that are of the highest priority to you. Please feel free to





ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
In reviewing past town reports of the Zoning Board ofAdjustment, 2006 certainly
has not been "another quiet year for the Zoning Board." With revisions to the
Master Plan, changes in the Zoning Ordinance and continued growth in the town,
the volume and complexity of zoning related issues has increased. Several Special
Exceptions, our first Motion to Rehear a Decision, and a large number of
Variances were addressed by the board in 2006.
I would like to thank the board members for their effort, time spent at ZBA
meetings, numerous site visits and several joint meetings with other boards. The
open and very positive relationship the ZBA has developed with the Planning
Board, I believe will assist the town in dealing with growth related issues that not
only Springfield but many other towns in the State are faced with.
The board is in the process of developing a "How to Understand Zoning" guide
for residents to make the process of Zoning a little easier. We meet on the first




Zoning Board of Adjustment
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SENATOR PETER H. BURLING DISTRICT 5
I am so pleased to serve you as your State Senator, and I write to report
from the New Hampshire Senate on important state issues affecting you, as
residents of Springfield.
Last session, I concentrated on several key issues important to the
citizens of New Hampshire: among them were expanding fuel assistance for
citizens struggling with skyrocketing heating costs; improving access to
affordable housing; healthcare and prescription access for New Hampshire
individuals and children; strengthening state ethics laws; enhancing consumer
protections for our residents, especially those who prey on the vulnerable
citizens; strengthening protection for New Hampshire's children against sexual
predators; safeguarding homeowner and landowner rights relating to Eminent
Domain; and protecting privacy and voter protection rights for New Hampshire's
residents. I have also fought to maintain state aid to towns.
In the upcoming year of the current biennium, the Town of Springfield
will receive $736,123 in state education funding. Education grants make up
100% of this total.
In addition to these different forms of state aid for education, Springfield
will receive distribution of the $36,964 from the Rooms and Meals Tax, as well as
$48,469 for Highway Block Grants, and $8,237 for Revenue Sharing.
As a member of Senate Public and Municipal Affairs Committee,
Transportation and Interstate Cooperation Committee, and Chairman of both
Election Law and Internal Affairs Committee, and the Executive Departments
and Adminisfration Committee, I will be very busy. I would be happy to hear
from you on any issues of concern you may have. This session, I will be
concentrating on new issues important to the citizens of New Hampshire: like
increasing the minimum wage, protecting New Hampshire citizen's health by
supporting the smoking ban in restaurants and bars; increasing health care access
and internet safety for children; protecting New Hampshire's special places and
open spaces by increasing funding of the Land and Heritage Investment Program;
supporting a permanent ban on the burning of construction and demolition
debris; and supporting the Governor's initiative to reduce the dropout rate in our
high schools.
If you wish to contact me about these or any other matters I might help




REPORT TO THE PEOPLE OF DISTRICT ONE
By Raymond S. Burton, Executive Councilor
It is an honor to report to the people of this large Northern District in
my capacity as Executive Councilor, one of several elected public servants. The
five member Council was founded in the NH Constitution and much ofNH law
provides an additional avenue at the top of your Executive Branch of State
Government.
2007 will be a year when members of the Council are charged with
conducting public hearings on the State ofNew Hampshire 10-year
transportation plan. With inflation affecting basic transportation costs, and
presently no plan for an increase in the State gasoline tax, I don't look for any
new projects becoming a reality. We'll be lucky to complete what is currently in
the plan.
I continue to seek volunteers to serve on the 300 or so Boards and
Commissions as prescribed by New Hampshire law. There are some great
opportunities to serve your state government!
Send your letter of interest and resume to my office, or to Kathy
Goode, Director of Appointments/Liaison to the Council, Governor's Office,
State House, 107 North Main Street, Concord, NH 03301. Tel. (603) 271-2121.
To find out what openings are available and to see a list of boards, visit the NH
Secretary of State website at: www.sos.nh.gov/redbook/index.htm.
The NH web site is a very valuable for citizens. If internet is not
available to you, use your local public or school library to go to www.nh.gov
and find all state agencies, general court (representatives) and senate members,
mailing addresses, and where legislative bills and proposals are. I send my
weekly schedule to some 500 e-mail addresses that include town offices,
county officials, district media, NH House and Senate members, and others. If
you would like to be on that e-mail list please send your e-mail address to
rburton@nh.gov. I often include other public notices and information.
It is an honor to continue to serve you now in my 29* and 30* years as
a public servant. Contact my office anytime about your ideas, concerns and
problems with state government. I respond to all inquiries and challenges.
Sincerely,
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SUMMARY OF TOWN MEETING WARRANT 2006
Article 1: To choose all necessary Town Officials for the year ensuing.
Therefore, the meeting and polls will open at 1 1 o'clock on
Tuesday, March 14, 2006 for the consideration of Articles 1
through 6 only. At 12 noon the meeting will recess, but the
polls will remain open until 7:00 p.m. The meeting will
reconvene at the Town Hall on Saturday, March 18, 2006, at
9:30 a.m. to act on Articles 7 through 10.
March 14, 2006, Moderator Richard Kipperman opened
the meeting and the polls at 11:00 a.m. He announced
that the polls will remain open until 7 p.m. At 12 noon.
Moderator Richard Kipperman recessed the meeting until
March 18, 2006 at 9:30 p.m. Election of officers and
Articles 1-6 were voted on paper ballot, results as follows:
Article 2: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 1 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Springfield Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
Amendment No. 1 proposes to amend the Zoning Ordinance
by adding a new Article IV Wetlands Conservation Overlay
District, renumbering subsequent Articles accordingly, and
adding associated definitions to Article X.
The Wetlands Conservation Overlay District would consist of
all wetlands over 10,000 square feet along with a 100 foot
buffer (660 foot buffer around McDaniels Marsh). In this
District, special exceptions may be granted for road, driveway
and utility crossings. New structures, filling or dredging
would not be permitted except for expansion of existing
buildings.
Yes or No - Paper Ballot - Majority Vote
Yes 253, No 93 - Passed
Article 3: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No.2 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Springfield Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
Amendment No. 2 proposes to amend the Zoning Ordinance
by adding a new Forest Conservation District, as shown on
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the Forest Conservation District Map dated December 2005,
and adding associated definitions to Article X. Generally, the
district is proposed for the Gile State Forest and the
contiguous conserved lands. This District would have a
minimum lot size of 50 acres, and single family dwellings
and home businesses would be allowed along with uses
compatible with forest conservation.
Yes or No - Paper Ballot - Majority Vote
Yes 220, No 122 - Passed
Article 4: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 3 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Springfield Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
Amendment No. 3 proposes to amend the Zoning Ordinance
provisions pertaining to home occupations and home
businesses by revising Article III and adding a new Article Y
Home Occupations & Home Businesses which would
eliminate the need for Site Plan Review for home occupations.
Subsequent articles would be renumbered accordingly.
Amendment No. 3 also amends certain definitions in Article X.
Yes or No - Paper Ballot - Majority Vote
Yes 227, No 108 - Passed
Article 5: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 4 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Springfield Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
Amendment No. 4 proposes to clarify certain setback
requirements in Article III, amend the setback requirements
from all surface waters for both buildings and septic systems,
in Article V, and add associated definitions to Article X.
Yes or No - Paper Ballot - Majority Vote
Yes 242, No 96 - Passed
Article 6: Are you in favor of the adoption ofAmendment No. 5 as
proposed by the Planning Board for the Springfield Zoning
Ordinance as follows?
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Amendment No. 5 proposes to amend the special exception
provisions in Article III to change guest facilities from a
permitted use to a use allowed by special exception and to
clarify the special exception procedures.
Yes or No - Paper Ballot - Majority Vote
Yes 208, No 124 - Passed
**
March 18, 2006, 9:30 a.m., Moderator, Richard





Then he read the results of the election on March 14, 2006.
He also outlined the rules of the meeting for today.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to create a revolving fund
pursuant to RSA 31:95-h for the purpose of police special
details. Ninety percent (90%) of all revenues received for
police special details will be deposited into the fiind, and the
money in the fund shall be allowed to accumulate from year
to year, and shall not be considered part of the town's general
fund unreserved fund balance. The Town treasurer shall have
custody of all monies in the fund, and shall pay out the same
only upon order of the governing body, and no further
approval is required by the legislative body to expend. Such
funds may be expended only for the purpose for which the
fiind was created.
Yes or No - Majority Vote
Moderator, Richard Kipperman read the above article
and called for a motion. Motion: Janet Roberts.
Second: Nancy Watkins
Selectman, Neal Huntoon explained the purpose of this
article and Police Chief, Tim Julian explained that the
budget reflects where the money is actually coming from
and being spent. Selectman, Bob Anderson explained that
it simply cleans up the budget form.
Reread by Moderator Richard Kipperman.
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Voice Vote taken and article passed unanimously.
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Communications
Committee for the purpose of identifying and implementing
means to provide greater citizen access to Town information.
The Committee shall report its activities an recommendations
to the Town at the 2007 Town Meeting and at subsequent
Town Meetings if so voted by the Town. This Committee is
to be comprised of at least 3 but not more than 7 members
that are nominated by the Planning Board, Zoning Board,
Budget Committee, and appointed by the Board of Selectmen.
By Petition -Yes or No - Majority Vote
Moderator, Richard Kipperman read the above article
and called for a motion. Motion: John Trachy.
Second: Ken Lawson
John Trachy explained that many citizens are uninformed
concerning Town events, information, etc. He feels that a
committee to look into website, publications, etc., is
imperative. No funds will be necessary at this time.
Reread by Moderator, Richard Kipperman
Voice vote taken and article passed.
Article 9: To see if the municipality will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum ofNine Hundred Seventy Eight Thousand, Nine
Hundred, Eighty Three Dollars, ($978,983.00) or as amended,
which represents the operating budget. Said sum does not
include special or individual articles addressed.
Yes or No - Majority Vote
Article 10:
Moderator, Richard Kipperman read the above article
and called for a motion. Motion: Frank Anderson.
Second: Nancy Kipperman.
Explained by Selectman, George McCusker
Reread by Moderator, Richard Kipperman.
Voice vote taken and passed unanimously.
To hear the reports of agents, auditors, and committees heretofore
chosen, to pass any vote relating thereto, and to transact any other
business that may legally come before said meeting.
Yes or No - Majority Vote
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Moderator Richard Kipperman read the above article
and called for a motion. Motion: Kevin Lee.
Second: Janet Roberts.
Steve Klein, Librarian, discussed the library and
announced a dinner for volunteers on April 30, 2006 and
appealed for more volunteers.
Nancy Watkins addressed the issue of Grace Children's Home
being exempt from taxes. Selectman, Neal Huntoon, explained
that it is an exemption for charitable work. The issue has been
discussed with the Tovm lawyer and is in order. Selectman,
Bob Anderson asked if the Town wanted this looked into and
how much money they wanted to spend on it. Voice vote taken
and passed. Ken Jacques pointed out that this is a State
exemption and that it is their problem, not ours. This issue will
be looked into. YMCA is the same exemption and they all
must file each year.
Tim Parenteau asked for an explanation of the trucking by
Abbondanza at the Sanborn Hill site. Selectman, Neal
Huntoon said that they have worked with the police, DOT,
etc., and will be going back to court on April 25 to reinforce
the cease and desist order.
Brandt Denniston spoke on the issue of GASB 34 law
concerning auditing. We are not in compliance with it. He
offered to volunteer work and felt that UNH would also.
He feels that we should not pay $8000 for another
professional audit until we are in compliance. Bernard
Manning agreed. The Selectmen will look into this.
All business finished. Moderator, Richard Kipperman
called for a motion. Motion: Frank Anderson.
Second: Ken Jacques.
Voice vote taken and passed unanimously.
10:25 a.m., Meeting closed.
The previous pages 5 represent an accurate account of the
Annual Town Meeting on March 14, and March 18, 2006 to
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